Lampert appointed new VP

By Storm Kaufman

James W. Lampert, a recent- ly appointed Vice President and Special Assistant to the Presi dent of MIT, said in an area of resource development, will speak for the first several months familiarizing himself with the operation and the needs of the Institute. In an exclusive interview last week, Lampert told that President Wiesner had suggested that he take up the end of the year to become fully acquainted with MIT. At that time, Lampert would meet Wiesner and Chairman Howard Johnson to work out where he could be of the most help. Presently, no one knows what the new vice president’s duties will be as the position had not ex- isted previously in the Insti- tute. Until now, resource development—which includes all forms of procurement of funds for the Institute’s operations and the jurisdiction of several capable areas, Vice President and Scret- tary of the Institute Vincent A. Falmer has been handling much of the organizational detail and paperwork involved in raising money. James R. Killian, who is Chairman of the Development Committee of the Institute, has been impromptu area. At that time, Lampert felt he believed he would be “the person who will be informed on all aspects of resource distribution.” Lampert and President Wiesner will be able to address how things are progressing.

Quoted about the increasing volume of fund raising activity, Lampert noted that inflation re- quires that more money be brought in every year and “of course, the Institute continues to lose money.” The Tech then asked how Lampert felt he was personally involved in the Vietnam War. He ad- mitted that he had had only one personal experience with the “new” draft, successful but strictly ammu- nition. However, he then stressed, “I think that I can be of help in that I have had a great deal of experience in dealing with people, especially in cases where we had to reach some mutually satisfactory agreement. I enjoy talking with people and having the opportunity to meet with diverse groups.”

Lampert repeatedly expressed his enthusiasm for MIT and his job as the “luckiest person.

He added that he came to know many members of the national academic communi- ty. “I am quite a bit past the retirement age, I felt that I could still have the capacity and I was particular- ly hoping to join one university.”

(IAP: break from the grind)

By Linda Young

Much to the delight of both the faculty and the students, IAP, the Institute’s annual vacation, starts Friday. In this year’s theme, the Institute affects all aspects of daily living.

A slide show accompanied her speech and graphically illus- trated her points. The pictures of victims of anti-personnel weapons were terrifying. Many people in the audience were emotionally affected. Lampert said the pictures fast-forwarded her to show that she had intended “to show these on television, how- ever, network executives had not allowed her to because the pic- tures and the text upset the American people.”

In the middle of the slide (Please turn to page 2)
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The Tech then asked how Lampert felt he was personally involved in the Vietnam War. He ad- mitted that he had had only one personal experience with the “new” draft, successful but strictly ammu- nition. However, he then stressed, “I think that I can be of help in that I have had a great deal of experience in dealing with people, especially in cases where we had to reach some mutually satisfactory agreement. I enjoy talking with people and having the opportunity to meet with diverse groups.”
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